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Title
The Establishment of Beijing Dance School in the First-Hand Report of Soviet Specialist O. A.
Il'ina: Introduction, Translation, Notes
Abstract
The Beijing Dance School was founded in 1954 by China's Ministry of Culture to develop the
dance arts through professional training in Chinese classical dance, the folk dances of the ethnic
minorities and Han Chinese, and ballet and character dance. Ol'ga Aleksandrovna Il’ina's report,
filed with the USSR Ministry of Culture, is the only known Soviet account, covering both the
intense preparations for the school and the complexities of its first year of operation. Aspects of
her report provide insights into 1) the Soviet model of dance propagation and the nuts and bolts
of how it produced the ballet-inflected Chinese dance genres, 2) the convergence of the military
dance performance system with the professionalization of civilian dance training, and 3) China's
role in the dance history of the Cold War, specifically the tours of Moiseyev Dance Company
and Stanislavsky and Nemirovich-Danchenko Musical Theatre. This article translates Il'ina's
report and provides an introduction and notes.
Key Words:
Introduction
Ol'ga Aleksandrovna Il’ina was born in 1916 and trained at the Bolshoi Ballet School.1
She graduated from pedagogy programs at both the Bolshoi Ballet School (1939–44, interrupted
by World War II) and the Leningrad State Ballet School (1947–50), the latter under the direction
of Agrippina Iakovlevna Vaganova.2 She began her teaching experience in Baku, Azerbaijan, in
1936 and later taught at the Bolshoi Ballet School (1944 on). Zou Zhirui writes that before
Beijing, she had been 'expert and consultant in a number of Eastern European countries and had
much experience in the pedagogy of different nations'.3 Just before Beijing, she was at the ballet
school of Czech National Ballet in Prague, whose website describes its modern history as
beginning 'in 1953. . . [when] a new curriculum was drawn up according to Olga Ilyina
Alexandrovna [sic] which still serves for pupils’ education'.4
Il'ina was first of six 'Soviet experts' in ballet requested for the Beijing Dance School by
the Ministry of Culture of the People's Republic of China (PRC).5 Though arts specialists made
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up a tiny fraction of 12,284 experts sent to China during the decade the USSR-China Friendship
Alliance was in force,6 the six at the school played a crucial role in the professionalization of
dance and in the establishment of ballet in China. Il'ina arrived in December 1953 and departed
in November 1956. For the first two years, she was the only Soviet specialist on site. Her report
to the USSR Ministry of Culture, dated 25 June 1955, titled 'Report on Soviet Specialist O. A.
Il'ina's Work During Residence in the PRC From the End of December 1953 through 26 June
1955', and bearing her signature on the final page, covers the first eighteen months of her tenure.7
(Fig 1) Similar progress reports have not surfaced in the cases of the five Soviet ballet specialists
who followed her. However, Il'ina's report is unique not only because it is the only known report
from the Soviet side, but also because it details the months of intensive preparations for the
Beijing Dance School and the operations of a complex first year.
When Il'ina arrived in Beijing, she expected to find an established Dance Institute
(institut), perhaps similar to the music conservatories that Soviet musicians encountered.
However, no dance institute existed, a miscommunication on both sides that was common in the
advisors program.8 Consequently, Il'ina's role began at a much earlier stage: working with the
Planning Committee9 to evaluate the state of training in the genres the new institution was to
teach – Chinese classical, ethnic, and folk dances in addition to ballet and character dance. The
decision was reached to establish a professional training school (khoreograficheskoe
uchilishche), aimed at lower levels and ages, called Beijing Dance School (after 1978,
Academy). Il'ina proposed a two-step scheme for its establishment. The first was a five-month
training course to prepare faculty and create curricula. She suggested the course's four
components of Chinese classical, folk and ethnic, ballet, and folk-character, taught the ballet and
character sections, and advised all the sections on curricula and pedagogy. The second step was
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the establishment of the school. Here she advised on structure and curricula, proposed the
admission of students to all six levels in the first year, and worked with Chinese teachers to
design the audition procedures. After the school opened, her teaching and administrative tasks
remained many and varied, both within and without the school, until she left China in November
1956, fifteen months after this report.
The school thus jumpstarted was the first professional institution of dance training in the
new nation. Its graduates in Chinese classical, ethnic, and folk dance returned to or were
assigned to posts as teachers and performers at institutes and ensembles, mainly in the capital,
eventually to seed and professionalize dance troupes across the nation. As for ballet, the Soviet
experts who followed Il'ina guided the first class of ballet graduates, some of whom, together
with 'young teachers' from the school, formed, on 31 December 1958, the 22-member Beijing
Dance School Affiliated Experimental Ballet Company, the forerunner of today's National Ballet
of China. Il'ina's report is thus a first-hand account from the Soviet side of the 'cradle of dance'
that set a pattern for teaching and creation in Chinese classical, ethnic, and folk dances and was
the start of academic teaching of ballet in China.10
Il'ina's report recounts sequentially the numerous tasks that she undertook on multiple
fronts during the first eighteen months of her assignment. The cumulative outcome of these
individual actions is even plainer in retrospect. The significant debt owed to the Soviet role in the
foundation established the first year was unstintingly acknowledged in the early 2010s on the
Beijing Dance Academy's website:
When the School was first begun, everything – from the criteria for selecting students, the
design of the curriculum and the syllabus and their implementation to the program for the
[May 1955] workshop performance including the organization and sequencing of that
program – almost all of this was transplanted in whole from the educational system and
model of Soviet ballet. They provided not only the template for the establishment of a
Chinese ballet specialization, but also played an enormous role in promoting the
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establishment of dance education in China.11
Though no name is mentioned for transplanting the Soviet model, only Il'ina was present in this
year and a half. The Soviet advisors who followed in overlapping periods until 1960 continued
her work and on the classical ballet side, oversaw the staging of four full-length works in five
years, three set on the school – La fille mal gardée in 1956–7; the full-length Swan Lake in 1958;
Le corsaire in 1959 – and the fourth, Giselle, in 1960 on the newly formed Experimental Ballet
Company. Additionally, they designed and led two successive workshops in choreography and
staging and guided the creation of a Chinese ballet, Sea Beauty, all goals that are mentioned at
the end of Il'ina's report. The most prominent among the advisors were Nikolai Nikolaevich
Serebrennikov, a specialist in partnering, who was at the school from September 1957 to August
1959,12 and Petr Andreevich Gusev, a distinguished dancer, ballet master, choreographer, and
company director, who was in Beijing from December 1957 to June 1960.13 Not until 1980
would ballet in China again experience such a beneficial exposure to ballet knowledge, although
the influence then came from Western Europe and North America.14
As the quotation from Beijing Dance Academy’s website makes clear, in the first year,
the Soviet model laid the foundation not only for the teaching of ballet but also for dance
education more generally. Il’ina and the Soviet ballet specialists who followed her did not simply
transplant Soviet ballet's fully articulated syllabus on the teaching and training of ballet. They
also sought to assimilate a comprehensive ballet-based approach to dance training in the other
genres of Chinese classical, folk, and ethnic dance. Removed from guild training and community
transmission, these genres were now academised, and the formal curricula and methodologies
they acquired were ballet-based. This ballet-based teaching was openly recognised in the early
years and again for a while beginning in the 2010s.
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What the Soviet model included was detailed by David Ellis, Associate Director of Ballet
Rambert, who visited the Bolshoi School in 1957 en route to joining the Rambert company in
China. In the Soviet bloc, he wrote in an unpublished report, ballet training is the basis of
teaching in all other styles:
[T]he [Bolshoi] school classes . . . appear to form the basis of nearly all forms of dancing
taught behind the “Curtains” [the Cold War’s Iron and Bamboo Curtains]. All folk,
character and traditional forms of dancing in these countries are now based on a ballet
inspired and scientifically planned source of instruction. Instead of being handed on
personally, an appropriate method is codified and the students start off with their barres,
centres, each with standard exercises, port de bras, music etc. Many of these are still
exploring but the pattern has already been set. . . . This is going on in about half the world
and one of the main sources of teaching ideas is the Bolshoi school and its graduates.15
The scheme, Ellis notes, extended much beyond the propagation of ballet education that was
undertaken by Britain's Royal Academy of Dance (R.A.D.), which was likewise expanding
internationally during the Cold War years. Rather, 'the scope of th[is] vast operation' would be as
though
the R.A.D. were to assist, say, Zulu, Scottish, Malayan and B.V.I. [British Virgin Islands]
dancers to draw up syllabi and exams and found schools for their various local dances,
each based on variations of R.A.D. ballet teaching.16
The movements and music of traditional opera and of the folk dances of ethnicities and Han
Chinese diverged as much from those of ballet (and from each other) as do any of the dance
traditions Ellis instances, but with the founding of the school, some degree of alignment with
ballet entered each of these genres.
Reading Il'ina's report with Ellis's information in mind suggests how her details add up to
the nuts and bolts of the model's implementation; it also suggests where friction might have been
rooted. Most immediately, the schedules of the students entering at the fifth- and sixth-year
levels had a heavy ballet component. These older students came from song and dance, folk, and
military dance troupes, to which they would be returning. Their schedule included pedagogy
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classes in ballet and character dance (sixth-year students) and nine hours of ballet technique a
week (fifth-year students), all taught by Il'ina. On a day-to-day basis, lesson plans put in place
for the other genres at Beijing Dance School were based on barre and centre.17 On a supervisory
level, Il'ina advised all divisions on a daily basis during the teachers' training course and
frequently during the school year on syllabi, lesson plans, and more, and she instituted scheduled
'methodological committees' in each dance genre to review such topics as the handling of new
Chinese classical and folk materials and assessments of syllabi.
The report also contains intriguing information on the large, separately-administered
military song and dance system and its convergences with the professionalization of civilian
dance training, convergences that also point to several points of entry for receiving or instituting
ballet-inflected training. The two most important military units, the People's Liberation Army's
(PLA) General Political Department and the North China Military Region Headquarters, both
based in Beijing, sent teachers to the training course for teacher-choreographers and performers
to the school as pupils at the sixth-year levels.18 Outside the school, Il'ina advised military
ensembles in addition to civilian ones, characterizing her work as 'systematic assistance' and
mentioning in particular the army ensemble in Hangzhou and the army-navy ensemble in
Qingdao. Nearly the final item of her report concerns assisting the military in its six-month
training courses for their dance teachers. Such specificities should provide lines of investigation
that add to the known influence of visiting Soviet troupes on the military song and dance
system.19
A number of observations in Il'ina's report need some explanation. One is her statement
early on that, 'practically speaking, Chinese dance art began to develop as an independent genre
only in the last five years'. Though startling, this is technically accurate. The movement styles of
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Chinese classical dance, Chinese ethnic and Chinese folk dance included in Beijing Dance
School20 are derived from their original settings and codified for transmission and performance.
The vocabulary of Chinese classical dance was largely extracted from traditional opera, where
movements are fused with lyric singing and speech, all stylized and each combination specific to
its repertory role.21 Folk and ethnic dances had to be selected and staged from the customs and
festivals of countless individual communities in Han China and in the ethnic minorities of the
borderlands. The extrication and systemizing of these movement styles had begun only five years
earlier in the ambitious project to create a centralized performing arts infrastructure for the new
state to meet its need for civic spectacle and socialist nation-building. The Beijing Dance School
was a key component of this project. Viewed in this light, Chinese dance art was thus indeed, as
Il'ina writes, an independent genre of only five years' history.
Il'ina also comments on the training and dance experience of (unnamed) teachers and
performers in dance troupes. The string of fragmentary backgrounds she lists adds up to a picture
of little experience or training that reads disconcertingly. Although true – this is after all one
reason that raising standards was a priority for the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) – it is
misleading in one key respect about the reservoir of expertise. The masters in the traditional
opera were not to be found in dance troupes but in a system of guilds that was eventually
absorbed into the opera academies,22 while ethnic and folk dances, diffused through countless
communities, had masters of dance and systems of transmission that were viewed as irrelevant to
socialist nation-building. In addition to Chinese-identified genres, Il'ina mentions their Western
dance experience dismissively as 'modernist' and 'formalist', for she assesses non-Chinese dance
preparation only in light of ballet. Indeed, ballet was the only transplanted dance form until postMao decentralization of the economy brought other dance genres as well as the first private
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studios. Many of the early figures implicitly referenced here (identified in the notes) had worked
tirelessly to establish dance since at least the 1940s. Many made up the founding faculty of the
school. Their part in these demanding founding years, with schedules which began at 8:00 and
lasted into the evening, is implicitly recognized in her praise of the outcome of winter and spring
examinations and of the practical concert in May. Beginning in the 2000s, memoirs by or about
them have added their individual experiences, which can be correlated with Il'ina's details.23
Finally, Il'ina's report on the effect on the dance school of the visits of Igor Moiseyev's
USSR State Folk Dance Ensemble (Moiseyev Dance Company) and the ballet company from the
Stanislavsky and Nemirovich-Danchenko Musical Theatre, both in 1954,24 merits a larger dance
history comment. It suggests that histories of the global circulation of dance during the Cold War
be widened by the inclusion of China. The ten-week visits of these two major Soviet companies,
which brought 167 and 365 dancers and support staff respectively, occurred before their hugely
successful Cold War visits to the West.25 The Moiseyev Dance Company was in China in 1954,
in Paris and London in 1955, and in the United States in 1958. The Stanislavsky and
Nemirovich-Danchenko Musical Theatre was in Beijing in 1954 and in Paris in 1956, when it
was the first Soviet ballet company to be seen in the West. Of particular interest is this
company's performance of its 1953 production of Swan Lake, a production that was to prove
durable both in Beijing and in Paris.26 Additionally the Bolshoi company toured to London in
October 1956, New York and other U.S. cities in April 1959, and Beijing in October 1959.27
While China's status was as an ally of the Soviet Union, it too should figure in a history of the
Cold War circulation of dance as an element in foreign relations.
The value of Il'ina's report lies in its detailed factualness, which offers a rare window
onto understanding the dance arts in China. Some useful areas have been indicated. The broader
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contribution of such details is in providing an institutional basis for understanding the period of
Soviet experts in the school's founding. Nation-building goals had brought together a large body
of talent and abilities for which Soviet technical assistance was actively sought, a request
matched on the Soviet side by its project of cultural expansion. The institutional form that Soviet
assistance took, at least initially, is visible in Il'ina's report in both its productivity and its
potential frictions. Sustained by CCP support at every turn, the ultimate outcome was a school
that is now a prominent academy at the core of Beijing Dance University. Such a narrative of
outside expertise in dance arts' founding perhaps can be compared to the dynamics of Cuban
ballet in the late 1950s28 and, to take a non-Soviet context, of Ninette de Valois and ballet in
Turkey beginning late 1940s.29 Il'ina's report reminds us that there was an international flow of
ballet expertise in the mid-twentieth century and provides unique insight into a key moment in
Chinese dance history.
Russian State Archives of Literature and Art (RGALI)
RGALI, where Il'ina's report is held, maintains more than three thousand collections
(fondy) related to Russian and Soviet 'literature, music, theatre, film, visual arts, [and]
architecture'.30 There are more than one million items in RGALI's collections dating from the
fourteenth through the twentieth centuries,31 though many of the collections of most interest to
dance scholars are from the Soviet period (1917–91).
RGALI is the repository for institutional archives from a number of theatres, dance
companies, educational institutions as well as government organisations that oversaw the arts in
the Soviet period.32 Institutional archives contain inter-institutional correspondence, intrainstitutional correspondence, correspondence from artists and audience members to the
institutions, personnel records, and administrative records, such as meeting minutes,
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stenographic records of meetings, budgets, directives, and other items generated during day-today operations. Of special interest to ballet historians are RGALI's collections of personal papers
of choreographers, dancers, composers, librettists, designers, critics, and pedagogues.33
Collections of personal papers contain numerous letters, telegrams, photographs, memoirs,
drafts, sketches, paintings, notebooks, programs, theatrical posters, and other artifacts.
RGALI's website (https://www.rgali.ru) does offer an electronic catalog; however, the
electronic catalog is substantially incomplete. For the best sense of which materials are available,
researchers are advised to consult the physical inventory lists (opisi) in the main reading room on
site in Moscow. A small portion of RGALI's rich collection has been digitized and made
accessible through the archive's website, though many of the dance-related records and artifacts
remain accessible only in RGALI's reading rooms.
Chinese Dance Archives
There is no unified repository for the arts on the Chinese side. China's Archives Law,
promulgated 1 January 1988, and amended in 1996, stipulates archival structures and repositories
at each level of government and additionally at cultural institutions.34 Thus each of the many
dance academies and companies manages its own archives, as does the Beijing Dance Academy.
The Archives Law also states that archives are to be 'opened to society', but, while some national
archives had moved towards what can be considered 'our sense of access available for reading in
open-ended exploratory research',35 the level of access has decreased across all archives since
2012. The Beijing Dance Academy archives appear to be well preserved, arranged, described,
and digitized,36 but in general researchers do not have access to its catalogs and finding aids. It
has been possible to request that certain terms be searched; sometimes the requested items are
made available.37 This situation makes Il'ina's report all the more valuable by virtue of its
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accessibility. Published works and some documentaries suggest the richness of the archive's
holdings in official documents, administrative data, photographs, film footage, film library,
performance programs, and books. They illustrate the observation that 'Chinese openness' is
'characterized more by the publication of official histories using archives than by the unrestricted
availability of the original documents to the general public or foreign researchers'.38 A proxy for
the unpredictability of information access is that the web content of both the academy and ballet
company was growing at one time and is now shrinking.
Note on Transliteration and Translation
The transliteration of Chinese names uses the pinyin system. An exception is the capital
city, which is 'Peking' in the translation and 'Beijing' in the introduction and notes. 'Peking'
reflects the usage both in Il'ina's report and throughout the English-language world until the
1980s.
Russian words and names are transliterated according to the Library of Congress
romanization system (with two-letter ties omitted).
The translation sought to preserve the idiosyncrasies of the original Russian text.
Exceptions to this principle of preservation are related to the great specificity inherent in Russian
declensions. In order to make the English translation approach the clarity of the original text,
some pronouns have been added and some longer sentences have been divided into multiple
shorter sentences. Otherwise, paragraphing, occasional inconsistencies, verb tenses, and verbal
constructions have been preserved as much as possible. This includes the frequent use of passive
voice, which reads as formal in Russian. Thus, when Il'ina writes that 'an opinion was formed',
she almost certainly means that she (Il'ina) formed an opinion. Because she was writing an
official report, she rarely constructed sentences in active voice with herself as the subject; such
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constructions might have seemed out of place in a formal document. Throughout, the translation
has attempted to replicate the tone of the original report.
In the translation, the term 'Dance School' refers to the Beijing Dance School; 'dance
school' refers to the general type of training institution. Il'ina's term 'folk-character dance' may be
more familiar to Anglophone readers as 'character dance'; the term in Chinese at this time was
'foreign representational dance'. 'Pupils' refers to children training to become dancers. Notes
explain other terminology.
Unless otherwise noted, biographical information on the Soviet visitors mentioned in the
report comes from the encyclopedia Russian Ballet.39

caption.
Fig. 1. : Il'ina's report, first page (RGALI f. 2329, op. 8, d. 133, l. 1). Image reproduced by kind
permission of the Russian State Archives of Literature and Art.
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NOTES

The two sources on Il'ina do not give dates for her entrance or graduation. They are Xu
Dingzhong, Li Chunhua, Liu Xiuxiang, and Wang Feiye, Zhongguo baleiwushi (History of
Ballet in China) (Beijing: Zhongyangminzudaxue chubanshe, 2016), p. 41, authors who have
access to Beijing Dance Academy archives; and Biulleten' metodicheskogo kabineta
Moskovskogo akademicheskogo khoreograficheskogo uchilishcha (Journal of the Moscow
Academic Ballet School's Instructional Centre), Bolshoi Ballet School archives, as cited by T.
Zhang, 'To the origins of creation of Beijing Ballet School. Olga Aleksandrovna Ilyina', Man and
Culture, No. 5 (2020): 25. DOI: 10.25136/2409-8744.2020.5.33738. For a third source, see n. 3.
1

Making her, as Xu et al., point out, conversant with both Leningrad and Moscow styles (Ballet
in China, p. 41, n. 2).

2

3

Zou Zhirui, Xinzhongguo baleiwushi (History of Ballet in New China) (Beijing: Tsinghua
University Press, 2013), p. 24. Zou's information likewise probably stems from access to Beijing
Dance Academy archives.

4

Ballet Preparatory School, Czech National Ballet, website, https://www.narodnidivadlo.cz/en/ensembles/ballet-preparatory-school/about-the-school (accessed 20 June 2021).

5

Zhuanjia, translated as 'expert' or 'specialist', was the title specified by China’s State Council on
5 December 1957. Prior to this, they were referred to, depending on the field, as 'advisors',
'professors', or 'experts'. See Zhihua Shen, 'A Historical Examination of the Issue of Soviet
Experts in China: Basic Situation and Policy Changes', Russian History/Histoire Russe, Vol. 29,
nos. 2–4 (2002): 379, n. 7.
6

The figure is for non-military advisers; military advisors 'easily reach over 10,000' (Shen,
'Soviet Experts', 379-80). By contrast, in the arts field, the Ministry of Culture requested three in
1954 (Deborah Kaple, 'Soviet Advisors in China in the 1950s', in Odd Arne Westad [ed.]
Brothers in Arms: The Rise and Fall of the Sino-Soviet Alliance, 1945–1963 [Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 2000], pp. 120–1).

7

'Otchet o rabote Sovetskogo spetsialista O. A. Il'inoi za vremia prebyvaniia v KNR za period s
kontsa dekabria 1953 goda po 26 iiunia 1955 g.', Rossiiskii Gosudarstvennyi Arkhiv Literatury i
Iskusstva (Russian State Archives of Literature and Art, hereafter RGALI) f. 2329, op. 8, d. 133,
ll. 1–21. Permission to publish a translation of Il'ina's report was kindly given by Russian State
Archives of Literature and Art.
8

Shen, 'Soviet Experts,' pp. 387–9; on lack of preparation for the advisors, Kaple, 'Soviet
Advisors', pp. 126–7.

9

Chaired by Wu Xiaobang, deputy chair Chen Jinqing, six other members, in Xu et al. Ballet in
China, p. 41.

13

10

Ballet produced by Russian émigrés for a European audience existed in Shanghai and other
cities from the 1920s through the Japanese occupation. There were Chinese students and recitals
in some studios, but the continuity with the ballet in the centralized performance systems after
1949 is based on individuals rather than a lineage. See n. 9 to the translation.
11

Quoted from website of Beijing Dance Academy, http://www.bda.edu.cn/yxjs/blw/index.htm,
in Xu et al., Ballet in China, p. 49. Accessed by Xu et al., April 2013.
12

Serebrennikov (1918–96) graduated from the Leningrad Ballet School and danced with the
Kirov Ballet from 1939 to 1959 in featured male roles. It is, however, for the teaching of
partnering, which he began in 1948 at Leningrad Ballet School, that he is known. His
textbook on partnering, issued in three Russian editions (1969, 1979, 1985), has been twice
translated into English and updated: Pas de Deux: A Textbook on Partnering, trans. Elizabeth
Kraft, 2nd ed., edited and expanded Marian Horosko (Gainesville: University Press of Florida,
2000); and The Art of Pas de Deux, trans. and ed. Joan Lawson (London: Dance Books, 1978
and 1984). Before all these is an earliest version: in 1958, at Beijing Dance School, his illustrated
76-page text on partnering was translated by Xiao Suhua as Gudian balei shuangrenwu
(Partnering in classical ballet) and published in mimeograph form (Beijing: Beijing
wudaoxueyuan, 1958).
13

Gusev (1904–87) graduated in 1922 from the government ballet school in Petrograd, was one
of the leaders of Young Ballet in the 1920s, and danced with Leningrad State Academic Theatre
of Opera and Ballet (1922–35), the Leningrad State Academic Malyi Theatre (1932–5), and the
Bolshoi Theatre (1935–45), when he also served as artistic director of the Bolshoi Ballet School
(1935–41). He was appointed as artistic director of the Kirov Ballet (1945–50) and the Bolshoi
Ballet (1950–6), also serving as ballet master at the Stanislavskii and Nemirovich-Danchenko
Musical Theatre (1935–40, 1950–7). In this last role, he was with the company on the visit on
which Il'ina reports. After his years in Beijing, he served as artistic director of the ballet
company at the Malyi Theatre in Leningrad (1960–2), the ballet troupe of the Novosibirsk State
Theatre of Opera and Ballet (1962–6), and the Leningrad Chamber Ballet (1967–9). See also n.
50 to the translation.
14

A brief exception was the English ballerina Beryl Grey, who coached as well as performed as
guest artist for two weeks in 1964, Through the Bamboo Curtain (London: Collins, 1965).
15

David Ellis, 'Some Notes on Modern Methods of teaching Classical Ballet at the Bolshoi
School, Moscow and certain schools in China', typescript, Ballet Rambert Archives,
DPDE/1/1/2-16, 2 of 3, p. 1.
16

Ellis, 'Some Notes', p. 8.

17

As seen in the line drawings for Li Chenglian, 'Zhongguo gudianwu jiben xunlian, diyi–
diwuke' (Fundamental Training in Chinese Classical Dance, Lessons 1–5), Wudao (Dance), Vol.
1, no. 2 (1958): 34–6; no. 3: 33–5; no. 4: 31–4; no. 5: 38–42; no. 6: 38–41.

14

18

Sending participants to the training course, Editorial Committee of Archives of Beijing Dance
Academy (ed.) Beijing wudaoxueyuanzhi 1954–1992 (Archives of Beijing Dance Academy
1954–1992) (Beijing: Beijing Dance Academy, 1997), p. 225; students in sixth-year level, Sheng
Jie, Yiwangshi (Remembering Yesteryear) (Beijing: Zhongguo wenlianchubanshe, 2010), p. 64.
Such as their interactions with Red Army Song and Dance Ensemble in 1952 and Moiseyev
Dance Company in 1954; see Feng Shuangbai, XinZhongguo wudaoshi (History of Dance in
New China) (Changsha: Hunan meishuchubanshe, 2002), pp. 12–13.
19

20

The school uses 'Chinese' in the name of each genre.

21

Such as different types of hero, beauty, villain, coquette. The resultant movement vocabulary
is often termed xiqu movement (used without italics), after the newly-coined general name of
xiqu for all traditional opera.
22

An exception is the specialty of martial movements within traditional opera, whose teaching
system and teachers were imported nearly entire into Beijing Dance School and into performance
ensembles.
23

For example, the memoirs that make up Dong Xijiu and Long Yinpei, XinZhongguo wudaode
dianjishi (The Foundation Stones of Dance in New China) (Hong Kong: Tianma chubanshe,
2008) come in at 790 pages.
24

Moiseyev's name is transliterated 'Moiseev' in the translation. Stanislavsky's name is
transliterated 'Stanislavskii'.
25

Naomi Prevots, Dance for Export: Cultural Diplomacy and the Cold War (Hanover: Wesleyan
University Press, 1998); Christine Ezrahi, Swans of the Kremlin: Ballet and Power in Soviet
Russia (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2012), pp. 137–68; Lynn Garafola (ed.)
Proceedings of Dancing the Cold War: An International Symposium, 2017 (New York: Barnard
College and the Harriman Institute, 2018); Stephanie Gonçalves, 'Dien Bien Phu, Soviet Ballet,
and the Cold War: the First Paris Tour, May, 1954', Dance Chronicle Vol. 42, no. 1 (2019): 53–
77; Anthony Shay, The Igor Moiseyev Dance Company: Dancing Diplomats (Bristol: Intellect
Books, 2019); Anne Searcy, Ballet in the Cold War: A Soviet-American Exchange (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2020).
26

In Beijing, this production was performed before and after the Cultural Revolution, only
replaced in 2007 by Natalia Makarova's staging. In Paris, it was the basis of Paris Opera Ballet's
first staging of the work in 1960 and remained in its repertory until replaced by Rudolf Nureyev's
1984 version (The Rudolf Nureyev Foundation, https://nureyev.org/rudolf-nureyevchoreographies/rudolf-nureyev-swan-lake/).
27

In the UK, the Soviet dancers left abruptly on 3 November. The next day, Soviet forces
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'Report on Soviet Specialist O. A. Il'ina's Work During Residence in the PRC
From the End of December 1953 through 26 June 1955'
I arrived in Peking on 23 December 1953 in the capacity of a ballet teacher for the city of
Peking's Dance Institute.
After the first meetings with representatives from the PRC Ministry of Culture, it became
clear that there is no Dance Institute. There is only a decision stating that preparatory work for
the organization of such an institute will be carried out in 1953.
The first challenge before me was to orient myself to the circumstances of the art of
dance in the PRC. Representatives of the PRC Ministry of Culture acquainted me with the work
of all of the organizations involved with dance,1 that is, the dance collectives that are part of the
song and dance ensembles2 in the city of Peking. The representatives also organized several
meetings and gatherings with leaders of these collectives and leading dance figures in the PRC.
The leading workers briefed me about the conditions for dance art in the PRC.3
As a result of my acquaintance with the collectives, their training activities, and
conversations with Chinese comrades, the opinion was formed that a Dance Institute could not
be organized successfully for the following reasons.
Practically speaking, Chinese dance art began to develop as an independent genre only in
the last five years.4 The ensembles' dance collectives are staffed by people who trained in
amateur dance groups,5 those who had not previously studied even a little in private groups6
comprised of people who have not graduated from a Chinese classical school,7 and people who
received their dance education abroad from practitioners of Western modernist and formalist
dance art.8
There has never been ballet education in China.9 At the time when I arrived, there were
music/dance departments teaching dance material from some of the PRC's national minority
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2
groups in 2–3 Institutes of National Minority Groups,10 and there were also children's groups
attached to ensembles,11 in which performers were prepared but not according to any sort of plan
or system.
Under these circumstances, there was no foundation for establishing a dance institute.
The goal of organizing such an institute was temporarily set aside in favor of a more manageable
goal: the creation of a dance school.12
After becoming acquainted with the state of affairs of the art of dance in the PRC, the
primary focus of my individual plan of work for the entire trip became clear. The plan's purpose
and scope were the provision of assistance to Chinese comrades in the creation of the first Dance
School in China; the preparation of dance teachers to teach at the school; the provision of
assistance in setting up the educational process, the methodological work, and the educationalorganizational work; and the organization of practical training13 for the pupils at the newly
established Dance School.
In Chinese dance art, I am becoming aware of palpable and significant deficiencies in the
professional preparation of dance workers, both performers and teachers. And when the question
arose of organizing a dance school, it became clear that it was necessary to train teacherchoreographers to staff the school.
To this end, the first stage in the organization of the Dance School was the creation of
training courses for teacher-choreographers in the following specialties:14 Chinese classical
dance and Chinese martial styles,15 Chinese folk dance,16 ballet, and folk-character dance.
In view of the fact that no pedagogical methodology had been developed for Chinese
classical dance or Chinese folk dance, the necessity arose to carry out the work of selecting
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dance material, systematizing it, and methodically developing the material simultaneous with the
preparation of cohorts of teacher-choreographers in these disciplines.17
With the approval of the leader of the group of Soviet specialists serving in the PRC,
basic proposals were formulated.18 These were conveyed to the PRC Ministry of Culture as our
recommendation on the carrying out of preparatory work for the organization of the Dance
School.
It was recommended to create a Dance School with a six-year course of study.19 Aside
from the training of dancer-choreographers, the curriculum provided for the simultaneous
preparation of groups of dance teachers.
The sequence of specialized disciplines in the curriculum includes subjects which, as part
of the array of learning activities, should be employed for the purposes of necessary progressive
development over the course of six years and give pupils broad-based knowledge in the field of
dance.20
While completing the course of study at the Dance School, all pupils should
simultaneously complete high school, that is, the sequence of high school academic courses.21
At the same time, the proposal to create the Dance School included a provision for
admitting pupils to all six years of study, 22 drawing on the ensembles' children's groups.
Because of the shortage of dance teachers, we recommended the compilation of a draft
curriculum for accelerated courses of study to prepare teacher-choreographers who would
become the school's faculty members. This curriculum provided for the preparation of teachers in
the following specialties: Chinese classical dance and Chinese martial styles, Chinese folk dance,
ballet, and folk-character dance.
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Both curricula23 were discussed and approved by the PRC Ministry of Culture on 13
February 1954.
The courses for the training of teacher-choreographers began on 25 February 1954.24
The faculty for the teachers' courses was composed of veteran masters of classical
Chinese theatre, masters of Chinese folk dance, teachers invited from different institutes, and the
PRC's leading workers in the arts.25
Forty-eight of the PRC's best dance practitioners, all of whom had work experience, were
accepted into the teachers' courses.26
From the first day, classes in the teachers' courses were conducted according to a strict
schedule.
While they were studying in the teachers' courses, student-teachers were engaged in a
teaching practicum within the confines of the courses with student-teachers from the other
specialties.
For the duration of the teachers' courses, systematic assistance with organization of the
educational process was provided to the school leadership.
On 25 February 1954, I commenced classes with the group of participants who were
training to be ballet teachers. This group of fourteen student-teachers had a course load
comprised of two hours of daily practical classes and one hour of theoretical study of the
methods of teaching ballet. I also worked with the group of eight participants training to become
teachers of folk-character dance; their training consisted of two hours of daily practical classes
and one hour of theoretical study of the methods of teaching folk-character dance.27
During this period of work in the teachers' courses, daily assistance was provided to the
groups preparing teachers of Chinese classical dance and Chinese martial styles and Chinese folk
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dance. The assistance involved the selection, systematization, and methodical development of
chosen dance material.28 Work was also conducted with the group of accompanists in order to
build up musical repertoire appropriate for accompanying all of the dance genres taught at the
school. Special attention was devoted to musical material for Chinese classical dance and
Chinese folk dance; lessons in these disciplines had previously been given without musical
accompaniment, with counts only. The result of this work was the creation of the foundation for
the Dance School's future music library.
At the end of July 1954, graduation examinations were conducted for the participants
who were finishing the training courses for teacher-choreographers.29 The examinations were
administered in four fields: socio-political subjects, the histories of Chinese and Soviet (dance)
theatre, and the specialist subjects – the practice and the methodology of teaching. While I had
taken part in the audition/selection process for the courses as a consultant, I participated in the
government examinations as the teacher of two of the groups.
Forty-one people finished the teachers' courses30 with the following specializations:
Chinese classical dance and Chinese martial styles – nine people; Chinese folk dance – eleven
people; ballet – thirteen people; folk-character dance – eight people.31
While the work in the teachers' courses was ongoing, daily assistance was provided to the
PRC Ministry of Culture's commission for the realization of all organizational-preparatory work
for the creation of the first Dance School.32
Discussions were held regarding the experience of the Soviet Union's ballet schools in the
carrying out of audition and annual examinations, periodic academic testing, 5-point grading
system,33 and the organization of the educational process.
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Together with the Chinese teachers, policies were developed for admissions and entrance
examinations to the school.34 The admissions policies were sent out to the cities designated as
sites for the school's auditions.
Next, audition committees were formed from among the teachers who were completing
the teachers' courses. A workshop was held with them on the admissions policies.
At the end of July, auditions were held in Peking for admission to the first-, second-,
third-, and fourth-year classes. Then, the committees departed for other cities. As a consultant, I
took part in the entrance examinations in the following cities: Peking, Tianjin, and Shanghai. The
admissions committees went to hold auditions in the following cities: Shenyang (Mukden) and
Wuhan. At the end of August, entrance examinations were held for the one-year and two-year
courses35 for advanced training (fifth- and sixth-year classes at the school).36 The most talented
youth from all of the city-level ensembles from all over China were referred to the auditions.
There were 1,986 applications submitted for admission to the school, but only 184 people
were accepted,37 which demonstrates the very serious and meticulous selection of pupils for the
school and the excellent, thoughtful work of the audition committees, which were made up of
young Chinese teachers.
Simultaneous with work in the teachers' courses, syllabi for all specialist subjects and the
curricula for the fifth and sixth years of training were prepared.
After I returned from my trip to Tianjin and Shanghai, the transitional curricula and
syllabi for the second-, third-, and fourth-year classes and also the syllabi for specialist subjects
for the fifth- and sixth-year classes were developed.
In addition, the school's administration was aided with organizational questions as
preparations were made for the opening of the Dance School and the beginning of classes.
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From the moment that the teachers' courses were organized, the PRC Ministry of Culture
provided every possible form of assistance with the work of the courses and the preparatory
period en route to establishing the Dance School. A special commission was organized with
Comrade Chen Jinqing38 at the helm. It is apparent that she conducted all of the work very
efficiently, which made it possible to prepare the teacher-choreographers and establish the Dance
School in such a short period of time.
On 6 September 1954, the first Dance School in the PRC was opened in Peking.39
Training activities began on 7 September according to a strict schedule. Before classes
began, the school administration distributed all of the classes among the teaching staff and
named class leaders and class monitors.
Over the course of the entire academic year, help was provided to the school's
administration and academic section40 with all questions pertaining to the improvement and
organization of the educational process. The academic section worked seamlessly, striving to
fine-tune the training process.
The ballet and folk-character dance teachers were assisted with the drafting of yearly
plans for their work in accordance with the syllabi that had been worked out.41 At the same time,
analogous consultations were held with the leaders of the groups of Chinese [classical]42 and
Chinese folk dance teachers. Over the course of the entire academic year, the teachers put
together plans for each daily lesson in keeping with the yearly plans. By the end of the academic
year, the entire syllabus for each of the specialist disciplines had essentially been implemented.
Beginning on 6 September, I commenced practical and theoretical training with the group
of twelve ballet teachers for nine hours per week and with the group of five folk-character dance
teachers for six hours per week, continuing to expand their knowledge and technical preparation.
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Aside from that, I taught pupils in the sixth-year class ballet pedagogy for two hours per week
and folk-character dance pedagogy for one hour per week. Therefore, my teaching load for the
first half of the academic year was eighteen hours per week. After the winter vacation, I also
began to work alongside the Chinese teacher during the ballet technique classes for girls of the
fifth-year class; I worked with them for a total of nine hours per week. This was prompted by the
necessity to prepare this Chinese teacher to teach the graduating classes. From January onwards,
my teaching load consisted of twenty-seven hours per week.
At the beginning of the academic year, help was given to the school administration for
the organization of methodological committees43 for the specialist subjects, drafting the
committees' annual work plans. For the duration of the entire academic year, support was
rendered to the methodological committees with their work.
A discussion was organized with the school's leadership on the question of compiling a
yearly curriculum for the general academic subjects.
During the course of the entire year, I regularly attended the lessons for ballet and folkcharacter dance that were led by Chinese teachers, helping them with their day-to-day work with
the pupils, reviewing and assisting the teachers with the construction of lesson plans, and
conducting consultations about and group discussions of the observed lessons.
I supported the work of the Chinese teachers who were carrying out the classes in ballet
pedagogy and folk-character dance pedagogy and also consulted with the teachers of Chinese
classical dance and Chinese folk dance on questions of methodology with regard to structuring
and conducting lessons.
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Simultaneously, the work that had begun during the teachers' courses continued with the
methodological committees for Chinese classical dance and Chinese folk dance to assist them
with the systematization and methodical development of newly-collected dance material.44
Consultations were held with the school's accompanists to improve the musical training
of the pupils during lessons in the specialist subjects.
In connection with the visits by the USSR Folk Dance Ensemble45 and the Stanislavskii
and Nemirovich-Danchenko Musical Theatre,46 new aspects of work were included in the
school's work schedule.47
Many pupils and even teachers did not understand sufficiently well the mission and
objectives of the school. This is because in the PRC, there only exist song and dance ensembles;
independent dance collectives and ballet theatres have not yet been organized.
The school administration made it possible for pupils and teachers to attend regularly the
Folk Dance Ensemble's concerts. Several of the Chinese folk dance and folk-character dance
teachers were assigned to the Folk Dance Ensemble and traveled around China with the troupe,48
becoming more deeply acquainted with the daily work of this collective and enriching their
knowledge by studying folk dance materials from the Soviet Union.
The PRC Ministry of Culture organized several groups of workers from the Folk Dance
Ensemble. Our pupils and teachers met with these groups to learn several pieces from the
ensemble's repertoire. The teachers attended sessions led by [Igor' Aleksandrovich] Moiseev on
the topic of gathering, adapting, and developing folk dance material.49
When the Stanislavskii and Nemirovich-Danchenko Musical Theatre arrived, the school
set itself the goal of gaining, as much as possible, deeper insight into the work of the ballet
company of this theatre – its daily work and its performance work. The theatre organized a series
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of demonstration classes especially for the Dance School. All of the school's pupils, teachers, and
accompanists attended several of these ballet technique classes taught by Honored Luminary of
the Arts [Petr Andreevich] Gusev.50 Additionally, the school's teachers had the opportunity to
regularly attend these classes during the entire time that the company was in Peking, and they
were also able to attend the troupe's rehearsals, which were conducted by leading members of the
company.
All of the school's workers and pupils were able to see all the ballet productions – Swan
Lake, La Esmeralda, and Dr. Ouch-it-Hurts51 – several times.
Iu[rii] K. Chaikovskii, the former director of the Bolshoi Ballet School's music section,
held two discussion-consultations with the school's accompanists on the subject of pupils'
musical training during lessons in their specialist subjects at the Dance School. During these
sessions, Chaikovskii provided musical demonstrations on the piano. A variety of sheet music
from the theatre's music library was hand copied52 by the Dance School, which significantly
augmented the school's music library.
Several of the school's teachers who have both aptitude and experience as choreographers
attended a workshop organized by the PRC Ministry of Culture. [Vladimir Pavlovich]
Burmeister, the theatre's choreographer,53 led the workshop on the topic of staging ballet
performances and dance numbers.54
Aside from that, the teachers attended all the conversations facilitated by the ballet
company's artistic leaders and leading dancers on the subjects of the dramaturgy of a production,
the construction of a character, and teaching activities.55
The ballet company made a gift to the Dance School of nine pieces from its repertoire,
which were learned by pupils and teachers, and eight pieces were staged on the Chinese teachers
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and pupils by the theatre's choreographers Gusev, [Nikita Sergeevich] Kholfin,56 and Burmeister.
Two of the eight pieces were staged collaboratively with a Chinese choreographer (a teacher
from the school) utilizing Chinese material.57
The teachers and pupils so satisfactorily learned and mastered dances from the ballet
Swan Lake that the PRC Ministry of Culture and the theatre's administration decided to present
these dances at one of the joint concerts of Soviet and Chinese artists.58 And then the Hungarian
and Spanish dances were performed by the pupils and teachers in the same performance, which
effectively meant that the school's performers participated in the whole of Act III of Swan
Lake.59 Thus, within four months of the Dance School's opening, it had the opportunity to
demonstrate its training in practice, performing alongside a ballet company from one of the
Soviet Union's best theatres.
Collaborative work with the Stanislavskii and Nemirovich-Danchenko Musical Theatre
and USSR Folk Dance Ensemble enhanced the knowledge of the Dance School's teachers and
accompanists. They more clearly understood the mission and objectives of the school, and the
pupils began to work significantly more seriously to master the material in their syllabi.
As a result, after November 1954, two questions arose. The first was the question of
practical stage experience for the pupils and beginning the preparatory work to arrange for such
practice.60 The second was that of setting about to compose dance pieces utilizing Chinese
material.61
At the end of December 1954 and the beginning of 1955, winter examinations were given
– an academic evaluation session which demonstrated the sufficiently serious work of the
Chinese teachers and the pupils' fully satisfactory mastery of the syllabus material. After each
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examination in a specialist discipline, the methodological committees held a discussion of the
teacher's work, evaluating their work, giving the teacher advice, and correcting their mistakes.
After the winter vacation, on top of regular classes, all of the staff of the Dance School
and the pupils began to prepare the concert program for the school's practical concert.62
I provided assistance to Chinese comrades during the whole period of preparation for the
concert in the forms of consultations; hands-on participation in rehearsals; helping the teachers
develop into coaches; assisting with creative challenges in the development of musical material,
the thematic orientation of dances, and in their staging. At the same time, work was conducted
with costume designers. Consultations were conducted regarding the creation of costumes for the
dance numbers and on other topics connected with the concert and the practical work of the
school.
At the end of May 1955, through the efforts of the pupils and teachers, the school's first
year's work was shown to a broad public in the form of a concert.63 The program consisted of
twenty-one concert pieces, more than half of which were created utilizing Chinese material and
realized through the efforts of the Chinese teachers.64 The rest of the pieces consisted of material
taught and newly staged by the staff of the Stanislavskii and Nemirovich-Danchenko Musical
Theatre on the school's teachers and pupils.
At this concert, the teachers and pupils demonstrated the completely satisfactory
professional preparation achieved during the academic year. There were seven performances of
the concert. Several dances from the concert program were selected for inclusion in the
International Festival in Warsaw in 1955.65
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After the staging of the practical concert to validate the practical training, the school
moved on to the spring examination session, which is proceeding on a sufficiently high level and
with satisfactory results.
The twenty-one pupils in the sixth-year class are finishing their training this spring,
securing working knowledge in their specialist disciplines appropriate for work in the [song and
dance] ensembles' dance groups. During their exams, the graduating class is demonstrating fine
accomplishments. After completion of the courses, they will return to their collectives66 and will
there be able to work as teachers of Chinese classical, Chinese folk, ballet, and folk-character
dance and also to work as performers.
Help was given to the methodological committees regarding the synthesis of the work
experience of the first academic year. Work has begun on the review and revision of the syllabi
for Chinese folk dance.
Simultaneous with the spring examination session, the administration and teaching staff
began preparatory work for the composition of a libretto and music for the first Chinese ballet.67
This production is planned for the school's graduation performance in the spring of 1956.
In view of the fact that the members of the school's teaching staff acquired very narrow
knowledge of their single dance genre in the accelerated teachers' courses, the question arose
about broadening their knowledge and horizons to include other forms of dance. Therefore, help
was given to the administration to solve this problem. One-and-a-half-year courses for the
school's teaching staff were created, during which the teachers learn about other types of dance
in which they had not specialized during the teachers' courses. The school's teachers are leading
these 1.5-year courses.
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Pursuant to the school's transition to a seven-year course of study beginning in the 1955–
6 academic year, assistance was rendered to the school administration and academic section for
the development of a seven-year curriculum and syllabi for Chinese classical dance and ballet.68
The transition to the seven-year curriculum aims to increase the opportunity for workers' children
to be admitted to the school.
A paper entitled 'The Experience of the Soviet Union's Schools in Organizing the
Educational Process' was written, translated into Chinese, and handed over to Chinese
comrades.69 It was not possible to present the paper orally due to a lack of time.
The PRC Ministry of Culture issued a decision about the construction of a new building
especially for the Dance School.70 In light of this, help was given to the school administration in
putting together the technical requirements for the design of the school building. The school is
currently housed in a temporary building.
From the first days of the Dance School's creation, it became a cultural center. All
visiting delegations from people's democracies and capitalist countries show great interest in the
school. Delegations from Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, two delegations from the Soviet Union, the
People's Republic of Vietnam, two delegations from India, and others visited the school during
the 1954–5 academic year in order to inspect its work. Additionally, groups of dance workers
from all over China come to visit the school. All of the delegations have recorded comments
about the work of the school in a guestbook.
Alongside my work at the school, systematic assistance was rendered by me to the dance
groups of military and civilian song and dance ensembles. Reviews of the ensembles' work and
then meetings and consultations were held on all matters related to the training activities of all of
the ensembles in Peking. While I was traveling on school business, similar events were
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conducted with several ensembles in Shanghai, the army ensemble in Hangzhou, and the armynavy ensemble in Qingdao. Help was also provided for children's amateur activities in Qingdao
via work with the schools' amateur dance collectives.
Support was lent to the training activities of the six-month courses for the preparation of
teacher-choreographers for the PRC's military ensembles.
During the period of residence in the PRC, recommendations were made and delivered to
the PRC Ministry of Culture:
1. About the creation of the first Dance School with a fully developed curriculum.
2. About the creation of courses to prepare teacher-choreographers in four specialist disciplines:
Chinese classical dance, Chinese folk dance, ballet, and folk-character dance. A curriculum was
formulated.
3. About the creation of the first ballet company in in [sic] the PRC under the auspices of the
Peking Experimental Opera Theatre.71 This recommendation was discussed and approved by a
group of artistic specialists under the leadership of the PRC's premiere cultural group72 and
relayed to the PRC Ministry of Culture.
Group classes (practical training) were conducted with ballet teachers, teachers of folkcharacter dance, and school pupils with musical accompaniment from an accompanist.
Group lectures on pedagogical methodology for ballet and folk-character dance are also
in progress, including visual demonstrations and demonstrations of movements with music.
Written lectures were not translated into Chinese on account of the absence of translators at the
school. I periodically reviewed the student-teachers' and faculty members' notes with the aid of
interpretation.
My individual plan outlined for the time elapsed has been essentially fulfilled.
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I feel it is necessary to point out that, for the first academic year, I did not have a chance
to arrange the work of the school's pedagogical council73 to a sufficient degree that its work met
all of the requirements of a vocational educational institution. I also failed to get the work of the
methodological committees for the specialist disciplines fully up and running because the
school's teaching staff is not yet very experienced. In the first academic year, the teachers faced
several new and serious problems which were their first priority to solve. One of the deficiencies
in the school's work is the absence of several teachers for subjects that appear in the curricula of
the disciplines. Because of this absence, these subjects have not been introduced into the school's
operations. There are no teachers for piano, eurhythmics, historical-social dance, the history of
Chinese and Soviet theatre, or music theory. There is also no chemistry teacher, but the
chemistry classes are being temporarily taught by the physics teacher.
For the sake of more successful work in the PRC, I studied the country of residence,
regularly attending lectures and Chinese language classes. I explored museums and the country's
landmarks. I attended theatrical performances and concerts. I read all of the literature about the
PRC in Russian that it was possible to obtain.
In the winter of 1954, I studied historical materialism. During the 1954–5 school year, I
studied Comrade Mao Zedong's works on questions of literature and the arts, the nationalities
question, and the preparation of cadres in the PRC, which really helped me resolve current issues
in practical work. I receive from Moscow all the new materials published about my specialty and
others, and I incorporate everything new into my work. I systematically read the central
newspapers and the newspaper Friendship, which is published in Peking.74 I study materials on
Chinese classical dance.
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The primary difficulty of work in the PRC is that prior to leaving the Soviet Union, the
[USSR] Ministry of Culture absolutely incorrectly informed me about the work that was in store.
I was assigned to work in the Dance Institute, not knowing the true state of affairs. On more than
one occasion, requests to the USSR Ministry of Culture regarding materials required for my
work were answered more than a year later with all sorts of materials that I did not order (with
the exception of one syllabus). Such a situation with the dissemination of required materials
really complicates the work.
25 June 1955

OIl'ina [her signature]
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1

Excerpts prepared for Il'ina's viewing were of Chinese classical dance (xiqu), including its
martial styles, and of folk dance, both ethnic minorities and Han Chinese. She also observed
classes at three ensembles: Central Experimental Opera Theater, which had a school component;
China Youth Arts Theater, later a spoken-drama theater; and China Opera School (Xu et al.,
Ballet in China, pp. 41–2).
2

'Collective' (kollektiv) corresponds to tuan and dui, words usually translated as troupe,
ensemble, or company. 'Ensemble' (ansambl’) corresponds to yuan, usually translated as
academy or theatre. At this time, dance collectives were a unit within or affiliated with
ensembles.

3

Il'ina had an interpreter constantly by her side, as did all the Soviet experts. The first of the
interpreters at Beijing Dance School was Zhu Liren (1936–2016), a graduate of Beijing Russian
Language School, the oldest unit of what is now Beijing Foreign Studies University. Soviet
experts all lived together in hotels and took their meals at the hotel's restaurant (Kaple, 'Soviet
Advisors', p. 129), true also of advisors at the school.

4

Startling but accurate. See Introduction.

5

Il'ina lists the backgrounds of teaching staff in dance collectives and others she knew of. The
first group named here, 'people who trained in amateur dance troupes', is the largest. These were
cultural workers troupes (wenyigongzuotuan) dating to the 1930s and 1940s that used music,
skits, and folk dances like yangge and Struggle yangge to convey information to an illiterate
populace. Organized by the CCP in wartime areas under their control, arts cadres were
essentially self-taught, though the Party had begun to provide training in the arts with the 1938
establishment of Lu Xun Academy in its wartime headquarters at Yan'an. After 1949, the
Ministry of Culture and the All-China Association of Dance Workers worked to upgrade and
professionalize the cultural work teams, the first priority being the performance troupes brought
together in the capital.

6

'Private groups' might refer to the several short-lived but seminal groups such as those started
by Wu Xiaobang (1906–95) at intervals from the 1930s through the 1950s, or by Dai Ailian
(1916–2006) in the 1940s and early 1950s. Those who had studied with Wu and Dai while also
working to advance dance activities include Ye Ning (1919–2017), Sheng Jie (1917–2017), and
Peng Song (1916–2016), all participants in the training course and founding faculty and division
leaders in the dance school. Others, it seems, had not had even this exposure.

7

'Chinese classical school' is perhaps a reference to the schools or guilds of traditional opera.
Students would have specialized in particular types of roles and though primarily trained in
voice, would also have learned that role's stylized movements, which are the source of Chinese
classical dance's xiqu movement vocabulary.
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8

'Dance education abroad . . . modernist and formalist dance': 'Modernist and formalist dance art'
had almost exclusively negative connotations in the Soviet context in Il'ina's time. Here the most
prominent examples would again be Wu Xiaobang and perhaps Dai Ailian. The comment
suggests one way that tension between ballet and other movement styles played out in the early
1950s. Wu, who had a leading role in every project relating to dance at this time and was director
of the training course described later, studied in Japan during three stays in 1929–36, studying
with Takaya Eguchi (1900–77) and Misako Miya (1902–2009), two of the three figures who,
with Ishii Baku (1886–1963), were influenced by Isadora Duncan and Mary Wigman. Wu
termed the style he taught and performed 'New Dance'. Dai, originally from Trinidad, arrived in
wartime China in 1940 at the age of twenty-five after ten years in London. Here she studied
ballet in the 1930s with Anton Dolin, Margaret Craske, and Marie Rambert; subsequently, she
studied briefly with Kurt Jooss at Dartington Hall. While Wu was eclipsed in the dance
bureaucracy with the school's founding, Dai remained, until the eve of the Cultural Revolution
(1966–76), the dance half of leadership in the school and company's successive incarnations
where the other half was an administrator and Party member, such as Chen Jinqing (for whom
see n. 38).

9

Ballet was taught in China, but in private studios and only incidentally to Chinese students.
From the 1920s through the Japanese occupation, Russian ballet émigrés, like their musician
counterparts, produced programs for European audiences in the foreign concession zones of the
cities of Shanghai, Harbin in Manchuria, and Tianjin, while giving classes in private studios, in
which some Chinese students were enrolled. From this émigré milieu, the best known names to
emerge were Peggy Hookham (Margot Fonteyn) and June Bear (June Baer) and their teachers
George Goncharov and Vera Volkova. Continuity is found only at the level of individuals: the
future ballet faculty in the training course included four from this Shanghai milieu while some
pupils with prior training came from Shanghai, Tianjin, and Shenyang. This can be contrasted
with the traceable history in Japan of both modern dance and ballet that grew from the western
and Russian presence in the 1920s.

10

The dances and music of the ethnic minorities brought within China's boundaries in 1949–50
were collected and performed early on. Institutes of ethnic minorities all had programs in music
and dance, as Il'ina also notes. See the list in Feng Shuangbai, Dance in New China, p. 7. Early
ones in Beijing were the Central University of Nationalities, founded 1951, and the Central
Nationalities Song and Dance Ensemble, founded 1952. By 1951, the Central Academy of
Drama already had the dances of ethnicities in the repertoire of its 'Affiliated Ballet Collective'
(nine shown China Pictorial, Vol. 2, no. 1 [January 1952]: 11).
11

Children lived and performed with ensembles and grew up to become performers in the main
company.
12

For the proposed Beijing school, Il’ina uses the term khoreograficheskoe uchilishche, which in
the Soviet context meant ‘ballet school'. Since the Beijing Dance School included Chinese
classical, ethnic, and folk dances, this translation renders khoreograficheskoe uchilishche as
'dance school'.
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13

In the Soviet system, 'educational process' referred to technical training in daily technique and
other classes. 'Practical training' for pupils was performance experience or stage practice.
14

This 'first stage' was a condensed five-month training course for preparation of faculty and of
teaching materials named the Ministry of Culture Training Course for Dance Faculty. In writing
about this training course, Il'ina uses the plural 'courses' throughout – for example, here, 'the
creation of training courses' – perhaps because from the operational viewpoint, the four tracks
were separately planned and conducted.
This training course was to have a celebrated place in dance history: its participants,
duration, and graduation ceremonies all became noteworthy. Its location in a traditional
courtyard house in Xiang'er Alley in Dongcheng District is often styled as the school's first
home, while the school's founding in Chaoyang District is counted as its second.
15

Il'ina's term akrobatika refers to 'martial styles' (wushu), performed in traditional opera by
specialists in tumbling (matwork) and weaponry. Transferred with their teachers to the school's
Chinese classical dance division, this specialty developed quickly and was much admired by
dance visitors.
16

At this time, 'folk dance' (minjianwu) referred to both the dances of Han Chinese, who
constituted more than 90% of the population, and the dances of Tibetans, Uighurs, and other
ethnic minorities. In the school's later practice – and in common usage – 'folk dance' refers to
dances of the Han Chinese while 'ethnic dance' (minzuwu) refers to the dances of the ethnic
minorities.
17

This paragraph sums up the situation in Chinese classical and folk dance that the training
course was to remedy. Its points are taken up again in the account of the training course. One
should note that the starting point was not zero: Il'ina had been shown some Chinese classical
dance, and some exploration of xiqu movements outside opera had begun with the Choe Seunghui Dance Research Course, 1951–2, part of the Development Course for Cadres in Dance and
Physical Culture organized by Central Academy of Drama (Xu et. al, Ballet in China, pp. 26–
29). Nonetheless, selecting, systemizing, and developing material and methodology were to be
the tasks of the Chinese classical and folk sections for years to come.
18

These were for the training course, just outlined, and the school, whose several features
follow.
19

The first feature, the six-year curriculum, applied to all the dance genres, presumably to be
implemented once students could be advanced systematically through the school. This length
most likely corresponds to the ballet material that Il'ina brought with her or requested to have
sent. While the standard ballet training programs were eight or nine years, in some cases where
accelerated training was needed, six-year syllabi were also used in Moscow, Leningrad, and
other Soviet ballet schools beginning in the 1930s. See, for example, a six-year syllabus for
ballet technique dated 1939 from the archives of the Bolshoi Ballet School (RGALI f. 683, op. 2,
d. 177, ll. 29–32ob.).
20

Specialist subjects were topics related to dance, in contrast to non-dance academic courses. In
1956, they included general knowledge of the arts, the Yan'an Talks (talks delivered in Yan'an by
38

Mao Zedong in 1942 that required all arts to serve the people), history of Chinese dance, outline
of Chinese literature, fundamentals of piano and music, rhythm, musical analysis, Chinese
classical dance, folk dance, performance, makeup, matwork, sword skills, choreography,
rehearsal (Archives, p, 92). This distinction between ‘specialist subjects’ and other academic
courses was modeled on the curricula of Soviet ballet schools.
21

The goal was for graduates to achieve a high school level in the humanities and a middle
school level in the sciences (Staff Reporter, 'Wudaoxuexiao fangwenji' [Notes on a Visit to
Beijing Dance School], Wudao [Dance], Vol. 1, no. 1 [1958]: 22-24), an ambitious goal at a time
when the official estimate of the illiteracy rate among party cadres in north China was 85%
(Shen, 'Soviet Experts', p. 384). Beijing Dance School opened with nineteen teachers in
academic subjects.
22

'Admit pupils to all six years'. This would be carried out by admitting three types of pupils: 1)
children age eleven or twelve in grade school who were auditioned through standard procedures.
(They could not be younger because the academic division did not have the resources to also
teach at primary school level [Beryl Grey, Bamboo Curtain, p. 59]); 2) children from the
children's groups of song and dance collectives, sorted by age and experience into second, third,
and fourth years; 3) those already performing or teaching in song and dance collectives, sorted
by age and experience into fifth- and sixth-year levels with a few in the fourth-year level.
23

'Both curricula': this refers to the curriculum for the 'accelerated courses of study' of the
training course and the six-year course for the Beijing Dance School.
24

Wu Xiaobang was director, Chen Jinqing (see n. 38), associate director.

25

Faculty teaching in the training course include, for ethnic folk, Qambarkhan (1914–94), the
well-known Uighur dancer, and Zhao Dexian (1913–2002) of the Korean minority in China, and
for Han folk dance, an 'old artist' named Feng Guopei who specialized in Anhui Province's
Flower Drum Lantern dance (hua gu deng) (Archives, p. 228). The ballet and folk-character
sections were taught by Il'ina.
26

Participants (also termed 'teacher-choreographers' and 'student-teachers') were 'forty-eight of
the PRC's best dance practitioners, all of whom had work experience'; the number is forty-four in
Archives, p. 225; forty-six in Zou, Ballet in New China, p. 25. The training course was not solely
for future faculty of the dance school. Institutions that sent their teachers include Central Song
and Dance Ensemble; Folk Opera Company of Central Experimental Opera Theatre; and from
the military, Song and Dance Troupe of the People's Liberation Army (PLA) General Political
Department and Cultural Workers Troupe of North China Military Region Headquarters
(Archives, p. 225), many of whom returned to their units. Ballet and folk-character studentteachers were all retained at the school.
27

There were fourteen student-teachers in ballet and ten in folk-character dance. The biographer
of Yuan Shuihai, who was to head the ballet division, describes their schedule for five months:
'At 8:00 a.m. class began with a lecture by the Soviet expert on theory and practice of teaching,
with about fifteen or twenty in attendance, all future faculty and performers [as was Yuan]. Then
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came individual lessons with Il'ina or two at a time if a partnering class. Lunch was at 12:00,
followed by a period of rest. From 2:00–3:30, Yuan assumed the role of teacher and gave
specialist classes to the teacher-students in the morning's lecture class. Then after a brief rest,
came rehearsals, again led by Yuan, of the pieces that were being learnt or scheduled for
performance, with practice taken of solos, duos, and ensembles of four or eight. Dinner was at
5:30. At 7:00 began evening study for reviewing that morning's theory or culture class and
reviewing the principles of movements performed in practice or rehearsal' (Lu Qiguo, Yuan
Shuihai: Balei tujude rensheng [Yuan Shuihai: A Life Partnered by Ballet] [Shanghai: Shanghai
jiuiwenzhang chubanshe, 2013], p. 56).
28

This repeats in nearly the same words an earlier statement explaining the proposal for the
training course with respect to classical and folk dance. People's Daily, the newspaper of the
CCP, gives more details: 'In more than four months of intense study, they have grasped the main
part of six years of teaching materials and methods. Forty-seven dance pieces were prepared in
studio classes. The goal of the section for Chinese classical dance was to adapt the traditional
methods of transmission to new teaching methods in the classroom. The folk dance section learnt
Han, Korean, Tibetan, Xinjiang etc. dances from experts Qambarkhan and Zhao Dexian. Some
artists from among the people joined in the teaching. Participants in character-folk learnt more
than fourteen dances, including Russian, Polish, German Democratic Republican, and Hungarian
dances. They also studied pedagogy, anatomy, music, politics, and art theory. Right now, they
are taking their final examinations'. (Bo Yu, 'Beijing wudaoxuexiao kaishi zhaosheng' [Beijing
Dance School Begins to Recruit Students], People's Daily, 14 July 1954).
29

The examinations were conducted by a panel of high-ranking officials in the cultural
bureaucracy: Zhou Yang, deputy minister of the Party's Propaganda Department and deputy
minister at the Ministry of Culture; Liu Zhiming, also deputy minister at the Ministry of Culture;
Zhou Weizhi, Director of the Central Song and Dance Ensemble; and Ouyang Yujian, director of
the Central Academy of Drama (Archives, p. 225).
30

Il'ina does not mention the graduation ceremony, which took place on 25 July. Certificates of
completion were signed by Shen Yanbing (1896-1981), Minister of Culture and a famed novelist
before the war under the name Mao Dun. Commemorative photographs were taken, showing a
group of about 100 before the building's old-style rooflines ("Xiaoshi huimu" [A Look Back at
the School's History], https://www.bda.edu.cn/xygk/yshm/index.htm, fifth photograph; accessed
30 June 2021).
31

Most of the forty-one graduates returned to their home institutions. For example, Gao
Chunsheng (b 1936) returned to the cultural arts troupe attached to the PLA's General Political
Department and later rose high in the PLA Arts Academy. Beijing Dance School opened with
twenty-five teaching faculty.
32

The commission was chaired by Wu Xiaobang, and Chen Jinqing was vice chair.

33

The Soviet five-point grading system was also instituted in academic educational institutions,
which already had a grading system (Kaple, 'Soviet Advisors', p. 131).
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Auditions differed according to level. We know anecdotally that for first-year students, the
audition process, like that in the Soviet Union, selected students through multiple rounds of
elimination based on physical criteria. Second- to fourth-year students were recommended by
their ensembles and selected by the school. In this group were Bai Shuxiang (b. 1939), admitted
from the children's division of the Northeast People's Arts Academy in Shenyang, who
premiered the role of Odette-Odile in Swan Lake in 1958; and Chen Ailian (1939–2020),
admitted to the Chinese classical dance program from the Central Academy of Drama, who
danced the pointe role in the 1959 ballet Sea Beauty (see n. 67).
35

'One-year and two-year courses' were courses for the sixth- and fifth-year classes, respectively,
whose students were to graduate in one and two years' time (twenty-one graduated in 1955 and
twenty-six in 1956). Il'ina uses the two sets of terms interchangeably, but this translation uses
only 'fifth- and sixth-year' to avoid confusion between one- and two-year courses and first- and
second-year classes.
At the fifth- and sixth-year levels, national needs came into play, and pupils tended to be older,
some already with dance reputations. Notable pupils who entered the first year were the
Mongolian dancer Siqintariha (b. 1932), who was admitted from the Central Academy of Dance
and was a protegée of Wu Xiaobang; and Jiang Zuhui (b. 1934), one of the choreographers of the
Cultural Revolution model work Red Detachment of Women and the daughter of the famed
novelist Ding Ling (1904–86). For students from the military, see Sheng Jie, Yiwangshi
(Remembering) (Beijing: Zhongguo wenlianchubanshe, 2010), p. 64.
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'184 students' – 198 students in Archives, p. 245. In the first year, twice as many students were
admitted in Chinese genres than in ballet (137 to 61). After the first three graduations, all of
students from the Chinese genres, the numbers evened out at 122 and 125 (Archives, pp. 245,
249).
38

Chen Jinqing (1921–91), the only Chinese person named in the report, joined a national
salvation propaganda team as a youngster and made her way with them from Shanghai to Yan'an
during the war. There she entered Lu Xun Academy and became a Party member. In 1948, she
was sent to Choe Seung-hui in North Korea for further training. After 1949, she was the key
administrator at every stage of dance planning: she was deputy director of the dance troupe
attached to Central Academy of Drama (Dai Ailian, director); committee member to select
participants in the 1951–2 development program in dance arts (Ouyang Yuqian, director); deputy
chair of the Ministry of Culture planning committee that requested a Soviet specialist (Wu
Xiaobang, director); deputy director of the training course (Wu Xiaobang, director); and
founding vice principal of the school (Dai Ailian, principal). She was principal of the Chinese
half the school when it was divided in 1964–6 and again when it was united in 1979 after the
Cultural Revolution, serving until 1984 and retiring in 1986. See Li Xu 李續, Wudao jiaoyujia
Chen Jinqing jinianwenji (Essays in Memory of Dance Educator Chen Jinqing) (Beijing:
Zhongyang minzudaxue, 2014).
39

The opening ceremonies of this momentous event were marked by a ribbon-cutting,
firecrackers, the raising of the school sign, speeches by Xia Yan, vice cultural minister, and
commemorative photographs (Xu et al., Ballet in China, pp. 47–8). Dai Ailian was principal,
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Chen Jinqing vice principal. There were forty-four faculty members, twenty-five of whom were
for dance courses and nineteen for academic subjects and political classes. In addition, there
were twenty-seven cadres and twenty-eight workers (Archives, p. 225).
40

There were six teaching divisions, four in dance plus one each for academic subjects and
music (Archives, p. 72).
41

Syllabus planning for the specialist disciplines continued the work begun in the training
course. In 1955, the first- through sixth-year ballet curriculum was published in mimeograph
form; print publication came in 1963 (Xu et al., Ballet in China, pp. 195, 196). In 1958, Dance
published five lessons on fundamentals of Chinese classical dance (see Introduction, n. 17).
42

The word 'classical,' missing in the original report, is added in the translation. The original
reads, 'with the leaders of the groups of Chinese and Chinese folk dance teachers'.
43

The purpose of the methodological committees (metodichesckoe ob''edinenie) was to put in
place an institutional means of assessing and discussing materials and teachers' performance.
Here, Il'ina's goal is to have committees for the specialist subjects scheduled for the year. Further
on, she mentions that methodological committees had been set up to review what was being done
with new materials in Chinese classical and folk dance. After the winter examinations,
methodological committees assessed the teachers' performance. At year's end, methodological
committees met regarding the first year's experience. Finally, in assessing her own work, she
regrets that she 'failed to get the work of the methodological committees for the specialist
disciplines fully up and running'.
44

The creation of a xiqu vocabulary was a continuing project and the lifelong focus of the
founding faculty member Ye Ning (see n. 6). Masters in the North kun, South kun and Jingju
schools of traditional opera, in all fourteen, were invited over a period of years to the school as
resource for creating xiqu vocabulary (Archives, p. 228).
45

This paragraph begins a long section on the visits of two major Soviet dance companies to
Beijing shortly after the school's founding. The first, the USSR State Folk Dance Ensemble, led
by its founder Igor' Aleksandrovich Moiseev (1906–2007), was invited for China's 5th national
day and was in China with 167 members 24 September–6 December (Feng Shuangbai, Dance in
New China, pp. 12-13, and Cyrielle Perilhon, 'La "danse classique chinoise" – outil et produit de
la propagande intérieure et de la diplomatie culturelle (1949-1966)', Ph.D. dissertation
[University of Paris, 2015], pp. 181–5). In Beijing, the fact that Moiseev was a graduate of the
Bolshoi Ballet School who maintained important connections to the company must also have had
an impact on the influence of ballet on the other movement styles.
46

The Stanislavskii and Nemirovich-Danchenko Musical Theatre is the city theatre of opera and
ballet in Moscow. Invited to China in 1954, the company brought both its opera and its ballet
companies – a total of 365 dancers, musicians, and support staff – and spent two-and-a-half
months in Beijing (26 October 1954–5 January 1955). It performed three operas and three ballets
as well as many short pieces and excerpts. One of the visit's purposes was for its constituent
companies to work intensively in 'workshops, panels, and coaching' with their Chinese
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counterparts ('Moscow Music Theatre Holds Closing Ceremony' (Mosige yinyuejuyuan juxing
yanchu beimushi), People's Daily, 30 December, 1954).
47

The extensive activities suggest the type of information likely held in the Academy's archives.

48

Organized by the Ministry of Culture (Feng, Dance in New China, p. 13), led by Xu Xiaobang
(Perilhon, 'La "danse classique chinois"', 185). In addition to the customary cities of Central
China (Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai, Hangzhou, Guangzhou, and Wuhan), the company performed
in three cities in Liaoning in the northeast.
49

'More than a hundred dance workers in the capital have studied and benefited' ('Sulian guoli
minjianwudaotuan erriwan zai Tianqiao dajuchang' [Soviet State Folk Dance Company Held
Farewell Performance on the 2nd at Tianqiao Theatre], People's Daily, 6 December 1954). The
lectures were translated and published in Wudao xuexi ziliao No.7 (February 1955), (Perilhon,
'La "danse classique chinois"', p. 185).
50

Petr Andreevich Gusev (1904–87) came to Beijing as ballet master of the Stanislavskii and
Nemirovich-Danchenko Musical Theatre. The repertoire included Burmeister's Swan Lake, for
which Gusev had restored Lev Ivanov's Act II (Natalia Roslavleva, Era of the Russian Ballet
[London: Victor Gollancz, 1960], p. 265). This plus the lectures and classes he gave at the school
and the company classes to which the teachers were invited likely led to the request by the
Ministry of Culture for his assignment as a Soviet advisor at the school. Gusev arrived in
December 1957, and by February, rehearsals had commenced for a full-length Swan Lake based
on Burmeister's staging which premiered in July 1958 (Eva Shan Chou, 'China's First Swan
Lake', Ballet Review, Vol. 43, no. 3 [Fall 2015]: 59-66). See also n. 13 of the introduction.
51

Doktor Aibolit is a pun. 'Ai! Bolit!' means roughly 'Ouch! It hurts!' Dr. Ouch-it-Hurts was
choreographed by Nikolai Sergeevich Kholfin in 1948 for the Stanislavkii and NemirovichDanchenko Musical Theatre. The music was by Igor' Vladimirovich Morozov.
52

Thanks to Kiril Tomoff for clarifying the point about copying out music by hand.
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Vladimir Pavlovich Burmeister (1904–71) was artistic director and chief choreographer of the
ballet company of Stanislavskii and Nemirovich-Danchenko Musical Theatre (1941–60, 1963–
71). He studied at the A. V. Lunarcharskii Moscow Theatrical Technicum (1925–9) and
performed on variety stages and with the studio 'Drambalet' in Moscow before joining the
touring company Moscow Artistic Ballet in 1930, which became the resident ballet company for
the Stanislavskii and Nemirovich-Danchenko Musical Theatre. His production of Swan Lake,
staged in 1953 and restaged five years later in Beijing, is viewed by some scholars as 'a
definitive production' of the ballet (Roslavleva, Russian Ballet, p. 265). In Beijing, the
Stanislavskii and Nemirovich-Danchenko company also performed his 1950 production of La
Esmeralda (titled Notre Dame of Paris in China).
54

A record of this talk published in photostat, titled 'The Art of Ballet: a Record of a Talk by
Burmeister', and a program of Notre Dame of Paris are the two earliest items in the school's
library on ballet. See Xu et al., Ballet in China, p. 195.
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In all, 'seventeen reports' were organized (Zou, Ballet in New China, p. 39) on subjects such as
'The Art of Ballet', 'Issues in Ballet Training', 'On Ballets with Realist Subject Matter', 'The
Creation of Swan Lake', and 'The Musical Training of Ballet Students' (Archives, p. 168).
56

Nikolai Sergeevich Kholfin (1903–79) was a Soviet dancer and choreographer. He performed
with the studio 'Drambalet' in Moscow and then became a dancer and the chief choreographer for
the Moscow Artistic Ballet (1932–8). Kholfin later served as a choreographer for the
Stanislavskii and Nemirovich-Danchenko Musical Theatre (1939–58).
These pieces, as classified by Il'ina – nine repertory pieces gifted, eight pieces set on teachers
and pupils, two collaboratively with Chinese materials – cannot be identified with certainty.
Archives lists ten pieces as 'personally set' by Il'ina, Burmeister, and Kholfin (p. 168).
57
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There seem to have been several 'joint concerts'. Act III of Swan Lake, in which students and
teachers took part, was one: 'Using the excerpts they had just learned', thus 'not only increasing
friendship but gaining much experience' (Archives, pp. 168–9). On the company's final evening
when a program of excerpts followed a farewell banquet, pupils from the dance school
participated in an excerpt from Burmeister's 1948 ballet Coast of Happiness and 'other items';
students from three music collectives participated in a performance of the opera Taras Bul'ba
('Mosige yinyujuyuan juxing yanchubimushi' [Moscow Music Theatre Holds its Farewell
Performance], People's Daily, 30 December 1954).
59

That is, all the folk-character dances of Act III.
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The first result being the May 1955 practical concert (see below).
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This was set in motion in December of the following year with the first of two choreography
workshops of one year's and two years' duration. The first was led by the second Soviet specialist
at the school, Viktor Ivanovich Tsaplin (1903–68), who graduated from the Bolshoi Ballet
School and danced solo and character roles at the Bolshoi Theatre for thirty-five years until his
assignment in China; the second workshop was led by Gusev.
62

Il’ina’s manifold contributions in this practical concert were enumerated in the Beijing Dance
Academy's encomium quoted in the introduction.
63

Though a school concert, this was a major event, attended by Premier Zhou Enlai and highranking officials from the Ministry of Culture and the Party's Department of Propaganda
(Archives, p. 168). The seven performances took place at Xiaojingchang, the experimental
theatre of the Central Academy of Drama.
64

In Archives, twenty-two pieces were listed, of which thirteen were by Chinese choreographers
(p. 184).
65

This was the Fifth International Festival of Youth and Students held in Warsaw two months
later, 31 July–14 August 1955. Consistent with the emphasis on ethnic dance, works performed
in this concert selected to represent China include 'Ordos' (a plateau in Mongolia), which won
44

gold, and 'Friendship' (between Han and Tibetan peoples) which won silver (Archives, p. 169).
Both created in 1953, 'Ordos' was made by the Manchurian-born Jia Zuogang; 'Friendship' was
made by the Han Chinese Li Chengxiang soon after his return from Tibet, where he was a
member of a cultural team that accompanied the PLA in setting up a garrison.
66
About a quarter of the twenty-one graduates in 1955 remained in Beijing, assigned to units
directly under the Ministry of Culture; in the next two years, about half did (Archives, p. 251).
67

It is interesting to see the early expression of this ambition, though it was only in 1959 that a
full-length ballet, Sea Beauty (Shuimeiren), was made. A Chinese classical dance drama, Magic
Lotus Lantern, which is sometimes termed a 'ballet' in publicity materials, premiered in August
1957. The July graduation performance the same year did include many short ballet and nonballet pieces created by the first choreographic workshop (program, Perilhon, 'La "Danse
Classique"', pp. 658–90).
68

The seven-year curriculum appears to have been a goal on the Chinese side, for even decades
later, there was unhappiness at an unnamed Soviet expert, clearly Il'ina since the other five were
named, who had advocated for a six-year curriculum (Richard Glasstone, The Story of Dai
Ailian: Icon of Chinese Folk Dance, Pioneer of Chinese Ballet [Hampshire: Dance Books, 2007],
p. 46). Beginning in 1956, three classes were admitted on the seven-year model (Archives, pp.
73, 92, 162–3). In 1960, a nine-year curriculum from a Hungarian dance school was translated
and internally published (Xu et al., Ballet in China, p. 196).
At this point, it is necessary to strike a sober note and look slightly ahead. A close
examination of intake and graduation figures reveals that there was never to be a span of time
before the 1980s when either the six- or the seven-year curriculum could have been fully
implemented. In fact, there was a period of ten years beginning 1961 when there was no intake at
all, likely a consequence of sweeping national developments. On the ballet side, the first,
celebrated class of graduates, on 31 December 1959, was made up of students who entered in
1954 in levels 1 to 4 and who therefore had just over five years of training at the school. On the
Chinese side, a six-year program would have been implemented only for the lower levels, since
the intention was always to graduate the more advanced students quickly, as occurred in the first
three years (1955–7). After these expected initial anomalies, there should have been steady
advancement of students through the levels, but in fact the tables show that there was no intake
in 1957, the year of the Anti-Rightist Campaign and of internal reorganization, and after that,
1961 turned out to be the last year of any student intake at all until 1972 (though the admitted
students were graduated). Likely the first two years without new students were the result of the
Great Famine (1959–61); then came a massive reorganization in the performing arts in 1964,
after which the Chinese genres did take students for two years; then came the Cultural
Revolution, which brings us to 1972 for the next intake of students (Archives, p. 245 for intake
figures; Archives, p. 249 for graduation figures). Both Chinese classical dance and ballet made
recoveries beginning 1979, when they looked back to the foundation laid in the first six years.
69

This was not a report of her work but a survey of Soviet practices. It is likely that it exists in
the Academy's archives.
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This building was completed in February 1956 and is still (the much-expanded) home to the
company. (The school moved to Haidian district in 1963, still its campus today.) The technical
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requirements and specifications Il'ina mentions can be seen in the report on the school in the
inaugural issue of Dance (see n. 21): 'eighteen studios, eight classrooms, eight piano rooms, a
make-up room'; in Beryl Grey's praise of its features, 'all well-heated and light' and 'a small
theatre for rehearsals . . . hold 200 . . . orchestra pit, well-sprung wide stage' (Bamboo Curtain,
pp. 30, 46); and from Marie Rambert, a similar description plus 'a big room in the basement,
where a very skilful cobbler . . . makes ballet shoes for the whole school' (Quicksilver [London:
Macmillan, 1972], p. 196).
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It seems that already a ballet company was being planned. The Peking Experimental Opera
Theatre is likely the Central Experimental Opera Theatre. When the experimental company was
formed, it was as an affiliate of the school.
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It is not entirely clear what body Il'ina refers to. Two offices, one CCP and one governmental,
provided policy direction to arts institutions via their umbrella association, in this case, the AllChina Association of Dance Workers. The Party office is the Propaganda Department, housed in
the Party's Central Committee and the source of policy in the arts. The government office is the
Ministry of Culture, which carries out and controls programs stemming from policies. See
Howard L. Boorman, 'The Literary World of Mao Tse-tung', China Quarterly No. 13 (January–
March 1963): 15–38, especially 26–9.
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As of the 1930s, the 'pedagogical council' (pedagogicheskii sovet) at the Bolshoi Ballet School
discussed individual students' progress, especially in their specialist disciplines. See, for
example, meeting minutes from 1936 (RGALI f. 683, op. 2, d. 109). Il'ina likely envisioned
organizing a similar pedagogical council for the Beijing Dance School.
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'The central newspapers' would have been the Soviet newspapers Pravda and Izvestiia.
Friendship (Druzhba) was published in Russian in Beijing by the Society for Chinese-Soviet
Friendship. There was no corresponding friendship society or newspaper in the Soviet Union
('Letter, Boris Polevoi to the CC CPSU, Mistakes Regarding Social Ties with China', 26
November 1956, History and Public Policy Program Digital Archive, obtained and translated for
the Cold War International History Project by Austin Jersild,
https://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/116816).
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